Excepting a scattered string of brushy legumes along This is the first published photograph of the species in a nearby wash, the area was almost devoid of higher the wild.
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flank barring and light feather edges on dorsal surface.
Excepting a scattered string of brushy legumes along This is the first published photograph of the species in a nearby wash, the area was almost devoid of higher the wild.
plants.
Our observation began when we noted the larger bird (presumably the female) perched in a natural cavity about 20 m up on a 23-25 m cliff. The falcon remained in the cavity until one observer was within 30 m, then called several times and flushed. The falcon, periodically calling, passed back and forth across the cliff near the rock cavity for about two minutes, Whereupon she and her presumed mate flew over the cliff rim and were lost to view. The smaller bird (presumably the male) appeared soon after the female was aloft, raced back and forth along the cliff front near the female, and also called.
After the pair left the area we climbed the cliff to a point 5 m above the cavity and approximately 15 m from it. We were able to see and photograph the contents of the nest. The crumbling nature of the rock prohibited entry. The cavity (ca. 0.9 m broad and 0.5 m high at the lip) contained no eggs or young, which would have positively documented breeding; however, the walls, floor, and lip of the cavity were whited with excretory wastes. We_concluded that the cavity was a probable Peregrine Falcon eyrie from the following evidence: (1) we recovered 19 molted peregrine feathers (9 of which were adult) from the cliff base near the eyrie, (2) we found no feathers of other raptors in the area, (3) prey remains suggested that bird-eating raptors had long occupied the site, (4) there was no stick nest in the spacious cavity (hence sympatric diurnal raptors were not suggested), and (5) Fig. 1) and made shallow passes at a nearby fox (probably Dusicyan culpaeus) before feeding on the carcass of a large gull (probably Larus sp.). Only 30 km away on the same day we observed an adult perched on a fence post with small passerine prey (estimated weight ca. 30 gm). After about two minutes the bird flew seaward and was lost to view flying parallel to the coast. Two days later Glinski saw an adult (perhaps the same bird) along the coast less than 1 km from the previous site. The bird was about 35 m overhead for one or two minutes before it drifted downwind along the coast.
In all three observations, we noted the pale tail bars, narrow moustache stripe, large size, and pale underparts which distinguish this species from sympatric falcons. The juvenile was distinguished from the adult by having feet and cere, but not eye ring, yellow, having more rufous or rust on dorsum, and having a light brownish wash on the belly and flanks.
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